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Abstract: Due to the key role of the biological decomposition process of organic compounds in
wastewater treatment, a very important thing is appropriate aeration of activated sludge, because
microorganisms have to be supplied with an appropriate amount of oxygen. Aeration is one of
the most energy-consuming processes in the conventional activated sludge systems of wastewater
treatment technology (may consume from 50% to 90% of electricity used by a plant), which makes it
the most cost-generating process incurred by treatment plants. The paper presents the construction
of aeration systems, their classification as well as parameters and factors that significantly affect the
aeration process e.g., oxygen transfer efficiency, diffuser fouling, methods of dealing with diffuser
fouling, diffuser selection. Additionally, there are briefly presented “smart control” systems in
wastewater treatment and effect of application control strategy based on Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition system connected with the decrease in the energy consumption for aeration of
bioreactors with activated sludge. It is noted that before the process is optimized, the system should be
equipped with suitable metering devices. Only when relevant data is available, the improvements can
be carried out. However, it’s important, that the operator should regularly maintain good condition
and high efficiency of diffusers.
Keywords: aeration process; wastewater treatment processes; activated sludge; bioreactors; nutrient
removal; energy consumption

1. Introduction
Adjusting the municipal wastewater quality treated in the East-Central Europe to the legal
regulations in the European Union pertaining to reducing the load of biogenic and toxic substances
discharged to the natural environment, has caused an intensive implementation of highly efficient
methods of biological and chemical treatment of wastewater, mainly with the activated sludge
method [1–4]. At present, a major part of wastewater treatment plants working on mentioned area
employ the systems with integrated removal of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus compounds, in which
the treatment process is carried out under aerobic-anaerobic conditions. Therefore, appropriate
aeration of the activated sludge is of great importance. However, it also constitutes one of the most
energy-consuming processes in the wastewater treatment technology, as is presented in Figure 1.
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Considering that the highly efficient wastewater treatment method has contributed to a quick
Considering that the highly efficient wastewater treatment method has contributed to a quick increase
increase in the cost connected with the management of ever-growing amounts of sludge, plant
in the cost connected with the management of ever-growing amounts of sludge, plant operators are forced to
operators are forced to implement the optimizing solutions in order to reduce the cost of the most
implement the optimizing solutions in order to reduce the cost of the most energy-consuming processes [9].
energy-consuming processes [9]. Under these circumstances, the use of advanced technology
Under these circumstances, the use of advanced technology solutions is also highly recommended, e.g.,
solutions is also highly recommended, e.g., mathematical models, computer simulations and
mathematical models, computer simulations and computational hardware control allow conducting the
computational hardware control allow conducting the analysis of many different technological
analysis of many different technological solutions in a short time and with low investigation budget,
solutions in a short time and with low investigation budget, besides carrying out various scenarios
besides carrying out various scenarios and control strategies in reality. Model complexity is increasing; the
and control strategies in reality. Model complexity is increasing; the advancements of computational
advancements of computational hardware and open source platforms for model integration support the
hardware and open source platforms for model integration support the development of new
development of new solutions and tools [10–16]. Modelling becomes an integral part of the design and
solutions and tools [10–16]. Modelling becomes an integral part of the design and operation of
operation of wastewater treatment systems in gaining knowledge on the mechanisms and operational
wastewater treatment systems in gaining knowledge on the mechanisms and operational strategies
strategies playing an important role in this optimization process [17–19].
playing an important role in this optimization process [17–19].
As mentioned before, the aeration process of treated wastewater constitutes the most to the costs
As mentioned before, the aeration process of treated wastewater constitutes the most to the costs
incurred by treatment plants. Due to the key role of the process involving biological decomposition of
incurred by treatment plants. Due to the key role of the process involving biological decomposition
organic compounds, microorganisms—mainly bacteria, processing organic compounds into gaseous
of organic compounds, microorganisms—mainly bacteria, processing organic compounds into
end products and water—have to be supplied with an appropriate amount of oxygen.
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2. Aeration Systems Construction
2. Aeration Systems Construction
At present, various types of aeration devices, which ensure optimal access to oxygen to the
At present, various types of aeration devices, which ensure optimal access to oxygen to the
microorganisms in the activated sludge, are employed in biological reactors of municipal wastewater
microorganisms in the activated sludge, are employed in biological reactors of municipal wastewater
treatment plants. Surface aeration (mechanical) and diffused aeration (coarse, medium, fine-bubble)
treatment plants. Surface aeration (mechanical) and diffused aeration (coarse, medium, fine-bubble)
are most popular; the devices for high purity oxygen aeration are much less common [20].
are most popular; the devices for high purity oxygen aeration are much less common [20].
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brushes are used in certain biological contact oxidation ditches. Creating a turbulent flow facilitates
the aeration and finally biological processes occurring in wastewater. Currently, such solutions are
rarely employed, only during the modernization of the treatment plants with shallow tanks (depth up
to 3.5 m) or circulation ditches. Papers published by numerous scholars indicated their high energy
demand, since the related energy consumption often exceeds 0.7 kWh/m3 of wastewater [5,20].
2.2. Aeration by Means of Blowers
Aeration by means of blowers is the predominant solution in practical applications (owing to
the readily-available, efficient and reliable blowers); therefore, this method remains the focus of the
presented work.
The air compressed in blowers is transmitted via pipes to diffusers, i.e., the elements that introduce
the air to wastewater, usually located near the bottom of a biological reactor. The size of air bubbles
plays a key role in this method. It was shown on numerous occasions [5,20,22] that their size governs
how much oxygen will transfer to wastewater, through which a bubble moves towards their surface.
The smaller a bubble released from a diffuser, the slower will reach the surface and the longer it
will remain in wastewater; hence, it will have more time to pass oxygen, and in greater amounts.
Therefore, the usage of fine-bubble diffused aeration (d < 3 mm bubbles) has become standardized in
municipal wastewater treatment plants. In exceptional cases, medium- and coarse-bubble diffusers are
employed as well; however, they are more common in other technological processes, e.g., in aerobic
sludge stabilization, sand separators, or aeration of a sewage pumping station, etc. [5,22].
The problems with optimal biological reactor aeration process largely result from a number of
factors influencing its stability and high efficiency. Additionally, adapting the East-Central European
treatment plants to the EU requirements in a very short period of time has, unfortunately, contributed
to design errors and decisions which were not well thought out, while achieving the ecological effect
for the treated wastewater was prioritized, without consideration for the operating expenses.
Literature reports and research within the industry clearly indicate that in numerous cases,
optimization of the aeration systems is still necessary, while the energy-intensity of the aerobic
processes enforces constant upgrading of the employed devices and methods of controlling the
aeration process. Improvements in the quality and operation skill are also important for reducing the
energy-intensity of the considered process [23,24].
Therefore, the paper presents the parameters and factors that significantly affect the process;
investigation of these “mechanisms” should have a positive influence on the process optimization.
3. Oxygen Transfer Efficiency
Oxygen transfer efficiency (OTE) is one of the most important parameters in aeration systems.
It indicates the amount (weight or percent) of oxygen that diffuses from 1 m3 N of air to wastewater per
meters of depth of an aeration reactor. The higher the OTE, the less air should be supplied to a reactor
to ensure the amount required in the process.
Oxygen transfer efficiency in fine-bubble diffusion aeration depends on several factors,
including [25]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

substances contained in wastewater and activated sludge;
SOTE—Standard Oxygen Transfer Efficiency, e.g., [%/m];
concentration of dissolved oxygen [g O2 /m3 ];
depth of diffusers location [m];
stream of air flowing through a diffuser [m3 /diffuser h];
wastewater temperature;
degree of diffuser fouling.
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3.1. Influence of the Substances Contained in a Wastewater Mixture and Activated Sludge
In a mathematical description of the phenomenon, the α and β coefficients describe the aeration
efficiency (ATV-M 209E guidelines):
α=

kL a20 (wastewater)
,
kL a20 (water)

(1)

β=

C S,20 (wastewater)
,
C S,20 (water)

(2)

where:
kL a20 (wastewater)—volumetric oxygen transfer coefficient at 20 ◦ C, determined in an aerated
mixture of wastewater and sludge [1/h];
kL a20 (water)—volumetric oxygen transfer coefficient at 20 ◦ C, determined in an aerated clean
water [1/h];
C S,20 (wastewater)—saturation with oxygen dissolved in wastewater at 20 ◦ C, determined in an
aerated mixture of wastewater and sludge [g O2 /m3 ];
C S,20 (water)—saturation with oxygen dissolved in water at 20 ◦ C, determined in an aerated clean
water [g O2 /m3 ].
The α coefficient accounts for the influence of a substance on the resistance at oxygen diffusion from
air to the aerated mixture and on the surface area of mass exchange. In turn, the β coefficient corrects the
oxygen solubility, which drops when pollutants are present in the aerated mixture. However, the belief
that the α coefficient depends solely on the composition of the aerated medium is false. The studies
conducted by numerous scholars proved that other factors influencing the α coefficient value, exist,
for instance: type of utilized aerating device or mixing conditions [26–29]. For example, the research by
Holroyd and Parker indicated that while applying a fine-bubble diffuser and surface aerator in the same
medium, the α coefficient values differ for various devices (0.5 and 0.8, respectively). In the case of the
surface aeration, other researchers mention even the values greater than 1 [30,31]. This phenomenon
was described in 2001 [27]; it was shown that the presence of surfactants that are abundantly found in
municipal wastewater (surfactants are capable of changing the surface properties of liquids in which
they are dissolved) deteriorates the transfer of oxygen from air bubbles, but also significantly improves
the transfer of oxygen through the wastewater surface. This means that depending on the ratio of
oxygen mass diffusing to wastewater from air bubbles to the mass diffusing through wastewater
surface, the total influence of surfactants will vary. In the case of coarse-bubble and mechanical aeration,
the surface of aerated wastewater is more turbulent, which means that the transfer of oxygen through
the surface will constitute a greater share of total transfer, contributing to higher total α values [25].
The second reason for higher α values is the way surfactants affect the transfer of oxygen from air
bubbles. They reduce the transfer coefficient as a result of a greater resistance of transferred oxygen
to the aerated medium. However, owing to reduced surface tension, they contribute to a reduction
in the size of an air bubble, increasing the total mass exchange surface and reducing its floating rate
(prolonging the contact time with wastewater). To sum up, the value of α depends on the size of air
bubbles. While selecting the aeration system, the differentiation of the α value along the reactor length,
which is connected with the degradation of pollutants, including surfactants, should be taken into
account. For instance, the studies conducted by Fisher indicated the variability of α along the reactor
length, from the value of 0.3 at the inlet to much higher values at the outlet, ranging from 0.7 to 1.0 [32].
The hydraulic phenomena also play an important role. It was shown [33] that both in the case of
fine-bubble diffusion aeration and the use of an aerator, the oxygen transfer coefficient is a function of
turbulence, dependent on the air flow rate or revolution speed of the stirrer.
The oxygen transfer coefficient values are also significantly affected by the activated sludge
concentration in a reactor. Scholars proved [34] that an increase in the sludge concentrations lowers
the α parameter, which results from an increase in viscosity. For typical sludge concentrations,
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the α coefficient is assumed as 0.5–0.9. In turn, they also show [35] that the transfer coefficient
increases along with the sludge age, which is connected with a growing capacity of the biomass to
oxidize complex compounds, including surfactants. Therefore, it was concluded that both processes
occur simultaneously, and their combined effect is an individual characteristic of a given wastewater
treatment plant.
Accurate determination of α is not an easy task and hence requires a qualified team. Assuming a
mean value of 0.7 or 0.5 is often incorrect. Literature reports [35–37] provide disparate values of α in the
case of the most frequently employed fine-bubble aeration, ranging from low ones, e.g., 0.4, to much
higher ones, i.e., 0.85–0.9. Other studies indicate that the values for the sludge age of 12–25 days and
concentration of 2.5–5.0 kg/m3 , approximate the range of 0.55–0.75 [38]. This means that if, for instance,
0.7 is assumed and the actual α in the system is different (lower), an error reaching several dozen
percent may occur. Therefore, α determination should be considered if, e.g., the compliance of the
supplied diffusers with the contract is being verified [25].
The β coefficient constitutes another parameter that expresses the influence of the composition of an
aerated medium on the oxygen transfer. Its value is always ≤1 and for domestic wastewater, it assumes
a narrow range (0.95–0.99) [25,37]. The values of the coefficient depend only on the composition
of aerated wastewater. It is easily determined through a laboratory experiment or mathematical
approximation on the basis of the following formula [26]:
β = 1.00 − 0.01

TDS
,
1000

(3)

where:
TDS—dissolved particles [g/m3 ].
3.2. Standard Oxygen Transfer Efficiency
Standard oxygen transfer efficiency is the basic parameter characterizing the utilized diffusers (the
value is also influenced by the stirring conditions). It expresses the efficiency of aeration under standard
conditions (20 ◦ C, 1.013 hPa, clean water, i.e., α, β = 1, clean diffuser 0 g O2 /m3 ). This parameter
is provided by a supplier. The values are usually determined under laboratory conditions; hence,
the actual value of standard oxygen transfer efficiency in a reactor can be different. Therefore, an operator
should verify it experimentally, preferably in a reactor filled with wastewater. Additionally, it is
recommended to determine the α and β coefficients.
Coarse-bubble diffusers, due to the generation of large air bubbles, are characterized by lower
oxygen transfer efficiency than the fine-bubble systems [36]. However, within the same fine-bubble
diffusers, the oxygen transfer efficiency is variable and ranges from 16 to 18 g O2 /m3 N*m in terms of
the applied air flow rate through a diffuser.
Therefore, investors should verify whether the values of the above-mentioned indicator comply
with the supplier’s declaration, i.e., >20 g O2 /m3 N*m at the air flow rate of several m3 N/h.
3.3. Concentration of Dissolved Oxygen
The concentration of dissolved oxygen must be sufficiently high to ensure the growth of
microorganisms. Insufficient amount of oxygen disrupts the course of biological processes.
Simultaneously, excessive dissolved oxygen concentration does not improve the efficiency of biological
processes, merely adding to unnecessary costs incurred by pumping air.
The lack of hydrodynamic balance between the amount of oxygen in air and the amount of
dissolved oxygen (C0 ) in the aerated medium drives the transfer of oxygen to water or wastewater.
When there are no oxygen-consuming processes, it diffuses from the air to the aerated medium long
enough to achieve saturation concentration (CS ). Saturation concentration is a function of partial
pressure (partial pressure of a single gas in a mixture) of oxygen in the supplied air and Henry’s
constant, the value of which depends on, i.a. temperature. The higher the partial pressure, the faster
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the oxygen transfer; it increases along with the absolute pressure of the gas and the percentage share of
oxygen in a gas. Therefore, while aerating reactors with pure oxygen, deeper reactors are used than
when the aeration process is carried out with alternative systems. The influence of dissolved oxygen is
modeled with a driving module (CS − C0 )/CS , described in ATV-M 209P in greater detail.
In terms of control, the operational practice of the majority of wastewater treatment plants still
involves simple dissolved oxygen control algorithms based on rules or PI regulators with fixed settings.
Due to the complexity of the control issue (non-linear, non-stationary) and different operation locations,
they are inadequate. Variable oxygen demand, and thus the amount of air supplied by the aerating
system, is the main cause. These variations depend on the different degree of wastewater pollution,
for which the desired dissolved oxygen levels should be determined [39].
3.4. Depth of Diffuser Arrangement
The deeper the reactor, the longer the diffusion time of oxygen from air bubbles to the aerated
medium, which increases the total oxygen transfer as well. However, greater reactor depth raises the
investment costs and blower compression.
3.5. Air Flow Rate through a Diffuser
As the air flow rate increases, the oxygen transfer efficiency drops, which is connected with the
coalescence of bubbles into larger agglomeration resulting from a growing number of produced bubbles
and their more frequent collisions. Therefore, while preparing the specification for ordering diffusers,
an investor should precisely determine the range of air flow at which the required standard oxygen
transfer efficiency can be achieved. Taking into account the above-mentioned relation, maintaining
excessive oxygen concentration in a reactor, resulting from too high flow rate, often leads to a decrease
in the efficiency connected with superfluous air flow rate through diffusers. As a consequence,
an operator can expect unnecessary system over-oxidation and generation of substantial financial
losses, reaching up to several dozen percent of the aeration budget [25].
3.6. Wastewater Temperature
On the one hand, the oxygen solubility drops as the temperature increases, e.g., (10 ◦ C: 11.3 g
O2 /m3 , 25 ◦ C: 8.3 g O2 /m3 ), while on the other hand, it raises the diffusion rate. However, when both
effects are combined, the influence on the oxygen transfer rate is virtually unnoticeable (literature
states that the influence of various temperatures on the differences in oxygen transfer value does not
exceed several percent [25]). In addition, the wastewater temperature also influences the oscillation
intensity at which air bubbles float up. However, due to the difficulties in mathematical description
and insignificant influence, these factors are not taken into account in the equations determining the
oxygen transfer. The mathematical description of the relation between oxygen transfer efficiency and
the factors that influence it was presented in detail in ATV-M 209P.
3.7. Diffuser Fouling
The diffuser fouling phenomenon reduces the oxygen transfer efficiency and increases the pressure
losses in the network. As a result, the energy consumption of the aeration process is increased and a negative
impact on the stability of the wastewater treatment process is exerted. Additionally, it accelerates the
material degradation (of membranes), which contributes to their more frequent replacement. Fouling may
occur as a result of the agents contained in wastewater but may also be induced by the supplied air. The list
of factors that negatively affect diffusers devised by EPA is presented below [40]:
Factors originating from wastewater:
•
•
•

fibrous substances;
organic and inorganic substances infiltrating into diffuser pores as a result of insufficient air flow;
oils, greases and fats;
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precipitated substances, e.g., iron compounds, carbonates;
biofilm;
organic and inorganic substances trapped in the biofilm growing on diffuser material.
Factors originating from the air supplied to diffusers:

•
•
•
•

particulate matter from a non-purified or inappropriately purified air;
oils leaks from blowers;
corrosion and residues from corroding pipes supplied compressed air;
pollutants contained in wastewater infiltrating to the pipe with compressed air via damaged
diffusers or cracked pipes.

3.7.1. Types of Diffuser Fouling
Three types of diffuser fouling are distinguished—mineral, biological and biological with high share
of mineral substances [40]. Mineral fouling (I type), mainly occurs in the form of calcium carbonate
that precipitates in diffuser pores at the contact point between gaseous phase and wastewater; high air
temperature results in evaporation of wastewater and precipitation of mineral substances; the process is
aggravated by CO2 resulting from the diffusion of wastewater to air bubbles, wherein pH is increased
and the solubility of CaCO3 is reduced. The type I fouling process occurs faster in the pores characterized
by greater diameter, initially improving the even outflow of air from diffusers and slightly increasing the
oxygen transfer efficiency [40]. However, the precipitating minerals eventually block some of the diffuser
pores and contribute to pressure losses which, unfortunately, raise the energy-demand of the system and
leads to financial losses [25]. Internal mineral fouling usually results from the breaks in blower operation.
Halting the airflow causes penetration of wastewater inside the diffusers. The resumed flow of warm air
leads to a sudden evaporation and precipitation of mineral substances. The literature describes extreme
cases in which high blower failure rate and the residue layer formed inside diffusers completely blocked
the flow of air through a diffuser [6]. Biological fouling (II type) appear in the form of loose biofilm on
the diffuser surface. The resultant free spaces lead to the formation of bubbles with greater sizes, which
negatively impacts the oxygen transfer efficiency. This type of fouling has no significant influence on the
pressure losses. Last type (III type) occurs as biological fouling with high share of mineral substances
which block the external parts of a diffuser, reducing the oxygen transfer efficiency and pressure losses.
The mechanisms of type II or III biological fouling are not fully known.
3.7.2. Effects of Diffuser Fouling
Diffuser fouling occurs in all types of diffusers, regardless of the producer and the materials they
are made of. This phenomenon increases the pressure losses and reduces the oxygen transfer efficiency.
The literature data presents the cases in which the pressure losses increased by over 500 cm H2 O (which
seems unrealistically high), and a drop-in oxygen transfer efficiency by several dozen percent [41,42].
As mentioned before, diffuser fouling may radically increase the costs of the aeration process, or even
worse—prevent maintaining the required oxygen concentration in bioreactors.
Biological fouling may cause irreversible changes in the material structure of a diffuser, e.g., as a
result of the biofilm bacteria penetrating the membrane (type II fouling), caused by the application
of additives (e.g., softening or elasticity increasing agents) in the manufacturing process of diffusers,
which then serve as a source of nutrients. As a consequence, membrane cracking and elasticity
reduction occur, eventually leading to the need to replace the damaged diffuser and incurring the
related costs [43–46]. However, sometimes a situation where degradation improves the oxygen transfer
efficiency may occur. In such case, reduced membrane elasticity will limit its opening, thus lowering
the size of formed bubbles below the established value [35]. Unfortunately, such situation leads to
greater pressure losses and the risk of membrane cracking.
In the case of the fouling process of ceramic diffusers, its negative effect can be reversed (through
regeneration) and restore the parameters nearly to the initial level [42].
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3.7.3. Rate of Fouling and Diagnosing the Diffuser Condition
The rate of the fouling process may vary greatly. There were cases in which rapid reduction of oxygen
transfer efficiency, reaching 7% per month, was observed—leading to a 50% aeration efficiency decrease
within 7 months from the system launch [40]. In another installation, a 25% efficiency decrease was noted
following 18 months of operation [47]. Nevertheless, literature mentions the cases in which a 50% efficiency
reduction of the aeration process occurred after 20 years of incessant system operation [40].
The occurrence of pressure loss changes in diffusers is also highly diversified; they may already
occur several weeks after the beginning of operation [44], or virtually no changes may be observed
throughout a year [48].
The rate of the diffuser fouling process and its consequences are an individual and often
unpredictable property of every wastewater treatment plant [43]. The simplest method of evaluating
their condition involves gathering and analyzing the operational data. In the case of a significant
increase in pressure losses (mean), by simply analyzing the readout of pressure meter installed on the
central main, it is possible to diagnose the problem. A more difficult situation occurs when the pressure
loses are uneven; in such case, an operator can remain unaware of the issue for a long time. In the
event of uneven oxygen supply to particular aeration sections, field observations and pressure loss
measurement in particular aeration sections (performed using a portable pressure meter) are essential.
Local measurements should be carried out in every larger wastewater treatment plant.
Diagnosing the diffuser condition in terms of oxygen transfer efficiency is much more difficult.
The oxygen transfer efficiency can be calculated on the basis of operational data by means of comprehensive
investigations pertaining to COD and nitrogen streams (flowing into and out of the aerobic chambers) and
air flow rate (preferably using the data collected over at least a year). Unfortunately, it is rarely carried
out due to the insufficient amount of available data, e.g., COD analyses for waste sludge are seldom
performed [43]. Another option consists in removing diffusers from the reactor and testing them under
laboratory conditions. Such an approach additionally identifies other fouling effects, including membrane
degradation or uneven air outflow. Unfortunately, it is usually impossible or difficult (diffusers are fixed
on the bottom of reactors). The best solution is to perform measurements on an operating reactor using
the off-gas method, which enables to determine the fouling effect in a credible and problem-free way (the
method was thoroughly described in ATV-M 209E) [43].
3.7.4. Methods of Dealing with Diffuser Fouling
The most popular methods of combating the fouling process can be divided into two groups: the
ones that require emptying the reactor and the ones that do not. The “non-invasive” methods include
addition of formic acid to the air supplying diffusers and periodic (momentary) increasing the air flow
rate. Adding formic acid only enables to control the pressure losses of diffusers (limited effect on external
fouling), whereas increasing the air flow rate results in the detachment of loose external biofilm fragments.
Hence, this method theoretically serves to maintain the oxygen transfer efficiency at a high level.
Both methods should be used regularly (on the basis of the authors’ own observations: it is
recommended to cleanse the aeration zone every 1–2 months, while the formic acid addition should
be performed at least twice a year) to facilitate maintaining high diffuser efficiency. Irregularity and
inconsistency will result in low efficiency of both methods.
The “invasive” methods, i.e., requiring emptying of a reactor are much more efficient, but also
labor-intensive and costly. Some of them require disassembly of diffusers, while other cannot be
employed with all diffuser types (e.g., membrane diffusers).
The most important methods that require emptying reactors include:
•
•
•
•

high pressure washing;
pouring with hydrochloric acid;
submerging in hydrochloric acid (disassembly required);
firing (disassembly required);
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sanding (disassembly required).

Out of the aforementioned methods of dealing with fouling, high pressure washing of
diffusers—which enables to remove external fouling—is the most popular. This method does not
require specialized equipment, is safe and highly efficient. Other methods are not recommended as
they necessitate the use of advanced equipment or the use of a dangerous acid, while also generating
high costs or increasing the risk of accidents.
3.7.5. Diffuser Selection
While considering the selection of fine-bubble aeration system, an operator should bear in
mind that the choice is key to ensuring optimal process conditions for the aerobic activated sludge
organisms [5,49].
The selection of commercially available aeration devices is not a simple task, because of the
multitude of different versions (see Table 1). Usually, diffusers are installed at the bottom of reactors to
minimize the occurrence of dead zones in a tank. Unfortunately, diffusers are usually fixed permanently;
therefore, complete emptying of a reactor is required in case of a malfunction and a subsequent filling
and start-up procedure. An alternative method involves hiring a diver (very costly approach) who
works under difficult conditions of virtually zero visibility. Therefore, at the design stage, an operator
should consider selecting such diffusers that will enable removal of individual system elements above
the wastewater table (mainly pipe diffusers).
At present, pipe diffusers constitute one of the most commonly employed types of fine-bubble
diffusers. It is simply a special pipe covered with a membrane, with appropriately cut holes or crevices.
Individual diffusers are available in various lengths (0.5 to 1 m) and are attached with sealed joints
to steel or plastic profiles, i.e., support frames. The membrane material is selected depending on the
composition of aerated wastewater. The EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) membranes are
manufactured out of a mechanically and chemically resistant rubber. Sufficient mechanical strength is
necessary due to the variable conditions of the aeration process and/or its cyclic nature. In the course
of air inflow, the membrane is elongated and the orifices close or open depending on the amount of
flowing air. When the supply of air is cut, the membrane orifices close preventing the infiltration of
wastewater into aeration system. There are numerous EPDM mixtures, which are characterized by
diverse properties depending on their composition. Older generations of EPDM contained a lot of
oxidizing plasticizers, which accelerated the ageing process or even resulted in cracking of membranes.
The membranes for wastewater other than domestic can be made of, e.g., silicone (high chemical
strength) or polyurethane (highly durable, but characterized by increased resistance), covered with a
Teflon layer (smooth surface prevents fouling). If constant aeration is recommended and there is no
risk that the supply of compressed air will cease, it is worth considering the application of which are
more expensive ceramic diffusers. They consist of a porous material which is a mixture of naturally
round quartz pebbles and synthetic resin. Although the risk of blocking increases during a pause
in aeration, if properly utilized, they are characterized by longer lifespan in relation to membrane
diffusers and lower pressure losses, which lowers the consumption of energy spent for wastewater
aeration and reduces the operational costs of a wastewater treatment plant [5].
Other systems are based on disc or plate diffusers. They are screwed directly on the threaded tips
on the support frame, through which the air is supplied centrally between the plastic diffuser frame and
a diaphragm, creating an air cushion. Diaphragm elongation opens the orifices distributed evenly over
its entire surface and the air infiltrates into wastewater in the form of fine bubbles. When the airflow is
cut, the diaphragm returns to its initial position and the orifices close. Similarly, as in the pipe diffusers
described above, the disc membranes are also available in many materials and in a ceramic version.
Due to their design and installation method, only the wastewater above them is aerated. In practice,
this removes 20–30 cm of reactor depth from the active volume. Pipe diffusers are capable of aerating
the wastewater around them, which slightly improves the mixing of wastewater directly above the
bottom of the tank. The failure-free service life of diffusers is typically determined by manufacturers
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as 5–10 years (provided that their operation is carried out according to the recommendations). It is
obvious that employing the available knowledge and best engineering practice by an operator will
additionally have a beneficial effect on the technical condition of the aeration system.
Table 1. Comparison of aeration methods with typical performance data [50–54].
Aeration Device

Fine bubble
diffusers

Coarse bubble
diffusers

Vertical shaft
aerators

Horizontal shaft
aerators

Oxygen Transfer
Rate, kgO2 /kWh

Application

Advantages

Disadvantages
Fine pore diffusers are
susceptible to biological or
chemical fouling, which may
weaken transfer efficiency and
generate high head loss, as a
result, they require repetitive
cleaning.
Diffusers are subject to fouling
and scaling, resulting in loss in
transfer efficiency as biofilms
form and change material
properties producing larger
bubbles, hindering mass
transfer and contributing to
increased costs of energy.

2.0–2.5

It is a standard solution
used in wastewater
treatment plants

Small bubbles dissolve better
in the wastewater, which gives
a better aeration efficiency and
allows for savings by reducing
energy consumption.
It does not cause a mechanical
disruption of the flocks.Air
bubbles propagate evenly.
Result is lower volatile organic
compound emissions than
nonporous diffusers or
mechanical aeration devices.

0.8–1.2

Used in special cases, i.e.,
oxygen stabilization of
sludge, in sand-pitches or
in the need of aeration of a
pumping station.

It works well in chambers with
a high concentration of solids.
Larger air outlets in the coarse
diffuser helps to increase the
rate of oxygen transfer.

It requires more air
consumption, and thus energy,
than fine bubble aeration.

up to 2.0

Used in vertical shaft
bioreactors

Low operating and
maintenance costs.
High oxygen transfer
efficiency.
A fixed or floating set of
devices (Fully accessible
without the need of draining
the tanks).

It can cause a mechanical
disruption of the flocks.
To obtain optimum peripheral
velocity, highest rotation
speed and smallest impeller
diameter ratio should be
applied.

up to 2.0

They are especially
preferred in ditch type
aeration basins, due to
their effective mixing and
high oxygen transfer
efficiency in shallow, wide
channels. As the rotor
turns, a vertical movement
of water is created and
water is aerated.

It works well in chambers with
a high concentration of solids.
Fully accessible without the
need of draining the tanks.
Simple construction, easy,
to build, maintain and repair

Limited Mixing
Performance—A surface
aerator can really only mix the
water in its immediate vicinity.
The combination of splashing
water, and being exposed to
freezing rain and snow, makes
these motors prone to failure
in cold weather

4. “Smart Control” in Wastewater Treatment
In accordance with the most recent global trends, mathematical modeling becomes an indispensable
element of design as well as operation of wastewater treatment plants [55]. Application of mathematical
models enables to examine numerous technological solutions and simulate the events that are unusual
for typical operating conditions of an actual system in a relatively short period of time and at low
cost [56].
Due to a constant reduction of prices, implementation of state-of-the-art process control algorithms
in full-scale wastewater treatment plants becomes increasingly possible. It should be emphasized that
the employing of appropriate mathematical models enables the application of only some of process
parameters transducers, the remaining variables can be calculated, usually in real-time.
In order to design an advanced system controlling the driving systems of bioreactor chamber
aeration, it is necessary to select an appropriate model describing the phenomena occurring in the
wastewater treatment process [56–60].
The first comprehensive mathematical model of the activated sludge processes, called ASM 1
(Activated Sludge Model No. 1), accounting for the removal of carbon compounds and transformations
of nitrogen compounds was already devised in the 1980s [61]. ASM 2, which additionally included
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the biological and chemical phosphorus removal, was introduced in subsequent years and comprised
19 components (9 soluble and 10 insoluble ones) [62].
Further studies on the phosphorus-accumulating bacteria and the observations made by various
scholars proved that some of them are capable of utilizing the nutrients stored inside cells for the
denitrification process and that these organisms can grow under anoxic conditions, in addition to
aerobic ones. These observations were also reflected in the kinetic model, thus increasing the number of
processes to 21. Hence, ASM 2d is an updated version of ASM 2 in terms of the phosphorus-accumulating
bacteria [56,62–64]. Subsequent models based on modified ASM [56] were devised, e.g., asmVienna [65]
or BIO-P module [66]. Apart from the ASM models, which are based on the COD balance, there
are models relying on the BOD balance, e.g., ASAL models [67,68]. The models that describe the
metabolism of the organisms participating in pollution decomposition constitute a separate category
and include, i.a. TUDP models [69,70]. The most recent trend in modeling of wastewater treatment
processes involves incorporating the entire system, rather than its selected fragment.
Only a properly selected model enables to determine the optimal strategy for controlling the
biological-chemical process in a given wastewater treatment plant. However, practical implementation
of the controlling system requires installing suitable sensors that provide the data on the current
process parameters [71].
Unfortunately, obsolete controlling systems based on a constant oxygen value in the aerobic
chambers (1–3 g/m3 ) and constant recirculation values of 50 ÷ 100% influent wastewater are still
used in many wastewater treatment plants [57–60]. Such a simple system does not account for the
variability of parameters characterizing the influent wastewater (daily, annual) or the temperature at
which the biological-chemical processes occur. This means that the driving systems controlling the
process operate continuously and independently from the situation in the bioreactor and secondary
settling tank. The possible emergencies (e.g., suspension in the outlet) are only detected by the staff
and remedied by taking additional actions. These systems are highly inefficient due to the amount of
consumed energy and the quality of discharged treated wastewater [70].
The literature describes a number of strategies that can be employed in wastewater treatment
plants [56,57,61,72–74]:
•
•
•

the simplest strategies do not use the feedback signals and are only based on supplying appropriate
amount of air to the object;
more advanced strategies employ the feedback from the oxygen level in nitrification zones;
the most recent strategies involve the feedback from the remaining variables (ammonia nitrogen,
total nitrogen) and use it to adjust the optimal level of oxygen concentration (and recirculation)
in aerobic.

In large plants, chemical compounds are additionally introduced as an external source of carbon
to improve the quality of treated wastewater. They contribute to the further improvement of the
process and are accounted for in the controlling algorithms.
The source literature states that model predictive control (MPC) is considered one of the
most advanced solutions [61], enabling to select optimal control sequence in a given time horizon.
This ensures optimal process control and minimizes the costs of operating a wastewater treatment
plant. The disadvantages of MPC include the complex calculating algorithm as well as the requirement
of data on condition variables and process disruptions [62].
Advanced aeration control strategies can be also based onto on-line measurements of nitrogen
compounds [75]. Since more reliable ammonium (NH4 + ) and nitrate/nitrite (NOx) sensors have
appeared on the market, new opportunities became available. As far as the ABAC (Ammonia-Based
Aeration Control) system is concerned, the DO concentration changes are controlled by measuring
the NH4 + concentration. In turn, the AVN system (Ammonia vs. Nitrate/Nitrite) involves measuring
NH4 + as well as NOx concentrations [75–78].
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The ABAC system involves two types of control strategies, determined by the placement of NH4 +
sensors in the biological reactor: the feedback control is employed for the measurements taken in
the nitrification compartment outflow, whereas the feedforward—in the nitrification compartment
inflow. Controlling aeration by means of the ABAC system enables substantial savings in electricity
consumption (approximately 10–20%), as well as improves the denitrification process by reducing
alkalinity and consumption of organic carbon [77]. Although the feedforward control is more complex,
it enables to achieve the required wastewater quality by consuming less energy.
Originally, the AVN system was devised to remove nitrifying bacteria (NOB) oxidizing nitrites
to nitrates in second stage of the systems with a shortened nitrification path [76]. The AVC system,
apart from shortening the nitrification path, improves the nitrogen removal when controlling the
conventional nitrification-denitrification process. The nitrate load for denitrification is adjusted by
setting the NH4 + and NOx concentrations in the outflow.
Mentioned above smart process control systems are the future of the wastewater treatment plant
(WWTPs) exploitation strategy. They involve a simulation model implemented in computer software
with an appropriate algorithm used for controlling biochemical processes on the basis of on-line
measurements obtained from the set locations in the bioreactor. At present, the computer models of
wastewater treatment processes are utilized as a supplementary tool and aid in selecting different types
of technologies and optimal solutions. Regardless of the investor’s decision on how advanced the
control system should be, implementation of smart control to the treatment system results in greater
flexibility of blower operation time, elimination of over-oxidation periods, as well as higher stability of
the treatment system, which contributes to substantial savings related to lower power consumption.
In terms of energy intensity of the aeration processes, it is also worth mentioning the methods
aiding the decision-making process related to the energy aspects within a wastewater treatment
plant [79]:
•

•

•

•

•

Economic efficiency analysis (EEA)—EEA involves the analysis of capital and operating costs,
as well as the economic benefit characterizing WWTPs. It focuses on decreasing the operating
costs using advanced systems of control, and improving the energy recovery, thus increasing the
economic benefit [80–82];
Carbon footprint analysis (CFA)—CFA is employed for measuring the total amount of greenhouse
gases produced during the operation of wastewater treatment plant. The carbon footprint in
WWTPs can be mitigated by decreasing the energy consumption through on-site energy recovery
and improving the efficiency of aeration [83–88];
Life cycle assessment (LCA)—LCA constitutes a standardized procedure which is employed for
examining the environmental aspects characterizing wastewater treatment plants. This approach
was adopted in a few studies in order to investigate the energy-related issues, including the
production of biogas as well as AD [89–91];
Data envelopment analysis (DEA)—DEA is commonly used to evaluate the eco-efficiency,
frequently when the available data is limited. The eco-efficiency of a treatment plant is determined
by integrating such factors as energy consumption, economic cost, removal of pollutants as well
as contribution to the global warming effect [24,92–95];
Plant-wide modeling—the performance of wastewater treatment plant can be predicted using
simulation tools and analysis of the data pertaining to energy consumption as well as the influent
and effluent quality. This approach is also viable when one wishes to compare various strategies of
achieving energy neutral condition. The performance of wastewater treatment plants can also be
evaluated using multi-objective approach with dynamic process model involving LCA, detailed
energy models, GHG and operational costs [10–16].
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5. Modelling, Design, and Functions of the Control System on the Example of “D˛ebogórze” WWTP
Energy consumption is crucial in determining the WWTP operating costs. The main objective of the
practical application was to model different aeration strategies in order to improve biochemical processes
and energy balance using newly developed controllers in GPS-x ver. 6.5.1—mathematical modeling and
computer simulation platform [96]. The mathematical modeling and computer simulations were carried
out based on the ASM2d model, according to Henze et al. [64] In order to perform accurate calibration,
the data sets from both full-scale WWTP and laboratory batch tests were used from previous study [18].
The stoichiometric and kinetic parameters were determined by means of numerical optimization using
the Nelder-Mead simplex method [97]. Briefly, the data sets obtained from the full-scale “Debogórze”
WWTP in Gdynia performed by Drewnowski and coworkers [18,19] were used for steady-state
simulations in the software GPS-x. The respirometric batch tests (OUR and corresponding COD
consumption for estimating fractionation) were carried out and the OUR, biodegradable substrate
monitoring and the conditions of activated sludge were also determined. The control processes of
variable variants for aeration zone were tested under the steady-state operational conditions at the
studied WWTP. Once calibrated and validated, the model and the data collected previously throughout
different seasons were used to evaluate the performance of “Debogorze” WWTP as well as to validate
the COD fractionation and modeling approach for appropriate optimization [19].
Moreover, computer simulations were also used to estimate ON/OFF controller for dissolved
oxygen variable, ON/OFF controller for the ammonium variable, PID controller for the dissolved
oxygen variable and ON/OFF for the variable ammonium as well as more complex systems, e.g.,
ammonia-based aeration control (ABAC). In the study, modeling aeration control strategies for low
energy process control in WWTP was based on a compilation of NH4 -N level control as opposed
to the more commonly seen aeration intensity control with DO set-points. Figure 2 presents the
sample results of 96-h measurement campaign under summer conditions in the full-scale modified
Johannesburg (JHB) bioreactor in aerobic zone and model predictions at the studied plant as well as
the newly developed application in GPS-X of the PID and ON/OFF controller for WWTP modelling as
aProcesses
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optimize
7, x FOR
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were below limits (P = 1 mg/L, N = 10 mg/L). The sample results of model predictions in JHB
bioreactor are presented in Figure 2. A schematic layout of the bioreactor, including the information
about the compartment volumes and on-line instruments locations, was presented in a previous
study conducted by Drewnowski and co-authors [18,19].
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below limits (P = 1 mg/L, N = 10 mg/L). The sample results of model predictions in JHB bioreactor
are presented in Figure 2. A schematic layout of the bioreactor, including the information about the
compartment volumes and on-line instruments locations, was presented in a previous study conducted
by Drewnowski and co-authors [18,19].
Process optimization was performed based on “human expert” biological system physiology
supported by a “conventional” study as well as mathematical modeling and computer simulations
in order to implement the next level of system operations that are required to minimize the use of
energy in the existing facilities. Finally, supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system
was implemented in the “D˛ebogórze” WWTP, in which the process data are transmitted from the
controllers via optical fiber computer network. The industrial computer network involves the entire
AKPiA system comprising 21 controllers and 4 SCADA workstations. Each controller provides control
over a separate area with the corresponding technological devices. The controllers receive the signals
that enable automatic control over the actuators in accordance with the required algorithm.
The controller tasks are as follows:
•
•
•

implementation of an automatic process control algorithm in the allocated area,
remote control via computer in the Central Dispatcher (manual and automatic),
transmitting the information on technological parameters and device condition via the computer
network to the Central Dispatche.

Each controller is equipped with graphical user interface that enables monitoring the technological
parameters and state of technological devices in the monitored area, changing the settings of devices,
local control and diagnosing damages.
The automatization and control system for the aeration of bioreactors involves, i.a.:
•
•

•

controlling the correctness of the nitrification process on the basis of readouts from the ammonia
nitrogen measurement devices installed at the outlets from particular reactor blocks;
automatic regulation of the aeration level depending on the concentration of ammonia nitrogen at
the reactor outlets—the control system sets the oxygen concentration which should be maintained
in particular aerobic zones of reactors;
probes ensure automatic regulation of the correct oxygen level in particular aerobic zones—the
amount of air supplied to particular zones is controlled with electric throttle valve, while the
control system ensures the high efficiency of blowers.

Figure 3 presents the control over the set oxygen value, starting with the ammonia nitrogen
concentration at the reactor outlet. The red line corresponds to the ammonia nitrogen concentration,
the blue line—the set oxygen concentration in Zone I (nitrification), the green line—the set oxygen
concentration in Zones II and III (simultaneous denitrification).
Figure 4 shows the variability of the set oxygen level and the blower efficiency depending on the
ammonia nitrogen concentration. This graph presents the blower operation with varying efficiency
(blue line), depending on the set oxygen level (green line) which is controlled by the system on the
basis of the ammonia nitrogen concentration (red line) over the period of 48 h.
The control strategy adopted in described wastewater treatment plant enables the blowers to
operate with the efficiency adjusted to the actual process requirements and protects against the
unnecessary over-oxidation during the period of lower oxygen demand. Additionally, this contributes
to higher efficiency of denitrification and lower oxygen demand. The on-line data sets (e.g., NH4 -N,
NH3 -N, pH, ORP) were collected in order to reduce the uncertainty around the main processes.
These data were taken on-line from each of the 10 processes lines of “Debogorze” WWTP by the
implemented computer system: these analyses were carried out by using an automatic analyzer
provided by Hach Lange GmbH:

operate with the efficiency adjusted to the actual process requirements and protects against the
unnecessary over-oxidation during the period of lower oxygen demand. Additionally, this
contributes to higher efficiency of denitrification and lower oxygen demand. The on-line data sets
(e.g., NH4-N, NH3-N, pH, ORP) were collected in order to reduce the uncertainty around the main
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6. Summary and Conclusions
In the presented paper it was emphasized that the consumption of electricity for aeration
corresponds to the largest share of the total power consumption, and the total cost of electricity for
the wastewater treatment process constitutes a significant part of the plant budget. Following the
European standards, Polish operators must bear in mind that implementation of optimizing solutions
in order to reduce the cost of one of the most energy-demanding technological processes will bring
substantial profits. Unfortunately, before the process can be optimized, the system should be
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6. Summary and Conclusions
In the presented paper it was emphasized that the consumption of electricity for aeration
corresponds to the largest share of the total power consumption, and the total cost of electricity for the
wastewater treatment process constitutes a significant part of the plant budget. Following the European
standards, Polish operators must bear in mind that implementation of optimizing solutions in order to
reduce the cost of one of the most energy-demanding technological processes will bring substantial
profits. Unfortunately, before the process can be optimized, the system should be equipped with
suitable metering devices. Only when relevant data is available, can the improvement be carried out.
The main challenge of this study was to compare the aeration control strategies for energy
process control and develop a control system. Obtained data was used also for the optimization of
the biological nutrients elimination and the oxygen consumption, based on sensors e.g., DO and
NO3 /NH4 and control systems in the aeration zone of the bioreactor in the studied “D˛ebogórze” WWTP.
Although the two controllers are different because of their different goals, they contribute to limiting
complete nitrification for increased denitrification and aeration energy savings. The NH4 -N and
NOx -N oxidation follows a typical Monod curve, which suggests a linear increase in nitrifier bacteria
activity with increasing DO to a certain point (e.g., 2 mg O2 /L) and increasing DO beyond this point
has no added benefit since the nitrification rate is kinetically limited by the nitrifier concentration.
The nitrifier concentration in a system is determined by the average influent NH4 -N load and could
only change in a matter of days. Therefore, the NH4 -N control based on increasing the aeration
intensity is limited by the aerated fraction of nitrifiers in a system. However, this limitation might
be alleviated by increasing the aerated volume so that more nitrifiers would be active. The use of
volume control (e.g., switching swing zones) is often based on the influent NH4 -N load, also known as
feedforward control. Feedforward volume control could be a robust tool to provide protection against
the influent peak NH4 -N loads compared to feedback control which might be slower to react under
such situations. Furthermore, this aeration strategy of cycling the reactor through controlled aerated
and un-aerated periods based on effluent NH4 -N provides the similar control authority as volume
control. Therefore, volume control as well as HRT, SRT play an important role in balancing total
N/COD removal by better utilizing the plant capacity for both nitrification and denitrification, what is
connected directly with operation cost. However, this flexibility and optimization is not available in
the conventional systems where nitrification and denitrification volumes are fixed regardless of the
influent loads and operating conditions.
The fact that the majority of Polish wastewater treatment plants are equipped with highly efficient
fine-bubble diffuser systems should be considered a plus. However, it is important that the operator
regularly maintains its good condition and high efficiency. As far as the energy intensity of the process
is concerned, application of the simplest automatic control strategies, despite the availability of much
more advanced solutions, is troubling.
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